
#9 
November 21 

7:08 

P.rayer
Minutes
Roll

Chairman" s Report 
Ray explained the mixup regarding meeting nites. 
Dave introduced Mr. Hoppe regarding Calendar organization and 

vacations. 
Andy Phillips Convocation Speaker suggestion-Ayn Rand. 

SAB Maxwell Taylor, Donald Frey Name plates on order now. 

Dept. 
Phot: Stack reported on Faculty-student meeting; job interviews, 

pre-registration for elective courses. 

Conuni ttee Reports 
Financial: Koch, rep. Symposium, for budget request. 

to acdept budget (from Contingency fund). 
Roger Buch then gave to budget report for October. 

Buch moved 
It was passed. 

Publicity: Shaab-We can 1) wait to get pictures cheaper or 2) pay 
extra and get them sooner. Those missing pictures will 
be rescheduled. 

Const.: Ray represented #20 (It changes order of appeal) Passed 
Dec. 7 Ac. Aff. report on general studies 

Intraditions: Phillips rep on organization Res.#25 ordering rings. 
SAB regarding Eastman Theater: Dave Rylance-Bitterend Singers, 

Herbie, Mann and DicK Gregory. Directories out next 
wee�. Student Court Patterson is student justice; 
Dave Gordon is faculty justice 

Standing Committee 
Cigare�tes: 702 signatures so far (Proud) 
Parking: will organize this quarter, get started next quarter. 

Possible chairman is Bob Gray (Ret.) 

Old Business: 
Rylance reported on his veto of vacation fine-Res. #24 
Quorum call, then withdrawn (Hank Olson) 
Quorum, call, Don Hanson 

nouncements and Comments 
Reporters to blockers 
Webster: howmany Senators have actually passed out petitions. Now its 

principle more than anything else. If we goof it up its 
against our name. 

Rylance: Let's show people it is the principle of the rights of students 
Stoals: Let's cut the dead wood of Senate 

ve to Adjourn (Naud) 9:07 



Baker: enthusiasm is low--someone for Van 
starting to be tough on absences. 
chairman? We need one. 

Rylance: if you know of someone interested 
Procedure please get involved. 

Seconded to adjourn--9:10 
Prayer 

1/--i..r-cs-

Slyke's committee; 
Constitution Committee 

in Parliamentary 
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